Emerging Tech Trends in Libraries - Part 2
February 2nd, 2016

Izabela Cieszynski:Whoever picked the music did a fantastic job.
Infopeople Project:Thank you
Gayle Gunderson:our local channel (TV) plays this music, too
Infopeople Project:It's from Breezy Internet Radio
Infopeople Project:If you are hearing an echo, make sure you only
have one session open.
patricia polacca:Hi...Trish Polacca from Tuba City Public Library,
Tuba City AZ
Robyn Godfrey:what's the twitter hashtag for this webinar?
Infopeople Project:#ifpwebinars
Tonya Boltz:I remember using the actually floppy discs the bigger
ones
Pamela:Pamela from Williams Baptist College in Walnut Ridge,
Arkansas
Paul:5 1/4
Nick B.:commodore 64!
Robyn Godfrey:Thnx!
Kim Taylor:It's frustrating how fast some technology changes!
Melissa H:My parents still own their Apple IIe from the early 80s!
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Robin Hartman:We used to have to boot up the computer with one of
these!
Stacy Dzbenski:one of my colleague still uses his Apple 2e
kershner:Computer punch cards are even more ancient!
Mary Augugliaro:Robyn it's #ifpwebinars
Mel Lightbody:Cocoiro pens Wow!
Gayle Gunderson:how about microfiche! (we just weeded in that
area)
Aisha CG:that's the only way i can use microsoft software
successfully. Love parallels
eappleton:fridge
Paul:Las Vegas here
Don Hilliard:Big concerns re privacy and security
High Point Public Library:Disruptive is not always bad, right?
Pamela:I noticed that banking has changed 59% by Internet. Yes,
indeed. My bank has closed numerous branches and now has one
routing number for the entire state rather than branch routing
numbers.
Nick B.:The only constant is change I suppose
Infopeople Project:At CES we saw refridorator that kept inventory of
what is in it and can update your shopping list on your phone.
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Robyn Godfrey:I love my Nest.
Melissa Geist:My NEST has saved us money over the winter!
Kim Taylor:What is NEST?
Kim Taylor:n/m
Maria Sunio (RCLS):What about using RING for remote desk
coverage?
Michael Claytor:https://nest.com/thermostat/meet-nest-thermostat/
Kim Taylor:thank you for the link
Darla Wegener:I need this!
Mel Lightbody:Love my Tile.
eappleton:how detailed is the map
Deborah H:TrackR does the same thing -- love mine!
Aisha CG:I need that for my phone lol instead of the keys
Infopeople
Project:https://www.thetileapp.com/?gclid=CL6ZkbTy2coCFYhffgodlD
0Jxg&gclsrc=aw.ds&p
Kim Taylor:I love my Amazon Echo/Alexa!
Aisha CG:im sure that is next
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Aisha CG:lol
Elizabeth Gray:Have to be connected to wireless or have batteries for
it to work?
Kim Taylor:I remember when we bought a "clapper" device for my
mom's keys
Maria Sunio (RCLS):https://ring.com/
Kim Taylor:Will all of these links be available in the archive?
Katelyn:I heard they are putting the RFID in players shoulder pads
Aisha CG:man making your fantasy team is going to get insane
Infopeople Project:We will archive the chat on the description page
after the event
Mary Augugliaro:The chat transcript will be included with the archive
Kim Taylor:Thank you!
Paul:better steaks?
Dianne Ludwig:Who wouldn't love to get a text every time a cow
poops?
Kim Taylor:lol
Alexis:lol
Tonya Boltz:My daughter and son in law are cattle farmers, I could
see them using this
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Susan - Oelwein:Will look into this...for heat detection and calving...no
more getting up at 2AM to see if a cow is calving. Woot, woot
Paul:... similar to the solar powered smart road technology in the
making.
Kim Taylor:I can see this helpful for my goats.
Deb:iBeacons are great for conferences to send out notifications and
alerts. Capira uses this tech
Robin Hartman:I saw something like this at the ALA in SF last year.
Infopeople Project:http://www.ibeacon.com/
Kim Taylor:I need an iBeacon for my old blind dog, as she's always
roaming around on the farm
eappleton:thats almost creepy
Stacy Dzbenski:kind of creepy
Stephanie Beverage:creepy and cool at the same time
Maria Sunio (RCLS):You have to opt into the service to get the
iBeacon alerts, though, so not that creepy.
eappleton:better than QR codes. A lot of museums tried those and
they never caught on
Kim Taylor:creepy when it's abused, but cool when it helps locate lost
air breathers/products, etc
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Maria Sunio (RCLS):Paolo Melillo from OCPL (FL) presented an
informative presentaton at ALA 2015 using BluuBeam.
eappleton:we don't even use rfid
Gayle Gunderson:nor do we
Robyn Godfrey:We were designing a literary walking tour - I could
see iBeacon working for that.
Deborah H:People are expecting wifi that's easy to connect to and
speedy internet speeds
Robin Hartman:CLIO is an app that you can use to learn about
historical landmarks in the area.
Maria Sunio (RCLS):Someone suggested using Bluubeam for
outreach, e.g., farmer's market., to publicize library services.
Karoline:We have Meraki wireless with beaconing and advertise our
library programs with beacons
Robyn Godfrey:Control the heat in a 100 year-old Carnegie
Library??? AWESOME!
eappleton:thats a great idea mario
Elizabeth Gray:Geo caching at the library
Maria Sunio (RCLS):I think Paolo was going to at putting together a
scavenger hunt with Bluubeam.
Stephanie Beverage:I saw Capira at ALA, and Somersst County NJ is
doing some good readers advisory work with the Beacons
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Stephanie Beverage:The can push recommendations to the app
Stephanie Beverage:I meant they
Kathy Faubion:The last tech conferece I went to , they said the best
thing we could do in a new library would be to have enough plugs.
Kathy Faubion:sorry outlets for plug
Nick B.:We're doing a neverland themed literary treasure hunt. It
would be awesome to when they reach a certain point to have Peter
Pan send you a good job or something.
Maria Sunio (RCLS):Has anyone else gotten a Facebook offer to their
library page for a free beacon?
Tonya Boltz:we most def need to have more elec outlets
Gayle Gunderson:we've a brand new building and can't control
HVAC!
Nick B.:Otter box baby
Alexis:Otter box cases are amazing!
eappleton:i have dropped my iphone so many times and never
broken it
Dianne Ludwig:Can't see slides, just black :(
Nick B.:2 years with my 5 and *knocks on wood* no damages yet
Paul:<-- born again luddite
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Mary Augugliaro:Dianne, I'm sorry to hear that. You can get a copy of
the slides here
https://infopeople.org/civicrm/event/info?reset=1&id=549
Deborah H:Kathy F, I think we should go even further and have usb
ports available for charging.
eappleton:what do you think of mobile first?
Tonya Boltz:we are just getting started on making a charging statiion
Dianne Ludwig:Library vendors make troublesome products.
Frequently.
Kathy Faubion:we have a charging station, but only the 1
Robin Hartman:So many vendor apps are not so good. I don't
promote them unless they are reliable and intuitive.
Meredith:USB charging ports would be great! The airport has them
Michele:Saw a phone charging station at Nordstrom's last weekend.
YOu checked it in with an employee like a coat check and shopped
while it charged in the tower.
Stacy Dzbenski:I wouldn't want to be responsible for my patrons
phones if they left them at a changing station, but I like the idea
Stacy Dzbenski:charging*
Melissa H:I had a mobile charging station when we were at an
outdoor community event. People came over, but I agree with Stacy-people would try to walk away, and I don't want to babysit anyone's
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devices.
Maria Sunio (RCLS):Has anyone used the tabletop charging stations
at Starbucks?
Jerry:Patrons/students comfortable using desktop computers get
frustrated with revamped sites designed for mobile devices. Are
desktop computers moving towards extincition?
Diane Cowen:I heard about a kid who wrote an entire school paper
on his phone.
Michele:Yes, the circle thing chargers are interesting
Stephanie Beverage:We have put in power towers in seating areas so
peoople can charge their devices
Alexis:all of our tables and chairs w/ fold out desk things have plugs
for charging and i believe they have usb ports too.
Stephanie Beverage:And we look for furniture that has power
capacity
Elizabeth Gray:what technology exists for tracking laptops checked
out to patrons? In our rural area, we want to provide a mifi and a
laptop but need to be able to get them back!
Dianne Ludwig:i shudder to think of trying to do taxes on my phone,
all those FORMS, ugh.
Stephanie Beverage:Bibliotheca has a device RFID tag for laptops
Elizabeth Gray:We don't have RFID :( Can we still use?
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Kim Rutter:who pays for the electricity for the charging station instead
of the pay phone?
Stephanie Beverage:OUr city has a BYOD polciy for phones and
other devices
Deborah H:Elizabeth G, look into Meraki for tracking mobile
devices. We just installed on our iPads because kids kept setting
passwords on them and we'd have to restore to factory default.
Elizabeth Gray:Thank you Deborah H.!
Stephanie Beverage:I think you would have to have some RFID pads
or readers to use any tag
Ricardo Gutierrez:We at riverside public library will be soon getting
10g
Stephanie Beverage:Same here
Stephanie Beverage:In Huntington Beach
Linda:We are going from 10MB to 100MB this year. Looking forward
to the increase!
Stephanie Beverage:OUr city has electric car pay stations
Nick B.:You have to pay for those things? Yikes.
Elizabeth:How many libraries have wireless printing capability?
Michele:Our county does the car charging pay stations too. They
installed them at all County buildings including the libraries
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Alexis:we do elizabeth
Kathy Faubion:we have it- st.mary's co library, md
Nick B.:Ours has wireless, though it's not very streamlined
Michele:Yes, wireless printing is very popular
Katelyn:We have wireless printing at Sacramento Public
Dianne Ludwig:we have wireless printing
Deborah H:Elizabeth, we use PrinterOn for wireless printing
Ricardo Gutierrez:Thats How bag looks like
eappleton:we just got wireless printing, we are very excited
Kathy Faubion:We use PrinterOn too
Paul:no emergency charger?
Meredith:Yep, wireless printing in Charlotte, NC
Ricardo Gutierrez:Love my gagets
Marie:Wireless printing here at Allen County Public Library, Indiana
Nick B.:Oooo and milk chocolate with cornflakes!
eappleton:great lip balm
Stephanie Beverage:Working on wireless printing in Huntington
Beach. Have some tech issues to resolve...
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Kim Taylor:wireless printing here in Clark, SD
Stephen:Chromebook and Android wedding coming soon...
Deborah H:I can't remember the last time I used a camera.
Stephen:MINECRAFT!!! W00T!
eappleton:every kid in our library is obsessed with minecraft
Kathy Faubion:we do a minecraft program pretty much weekly. kids
love it
Jody:35
Nick B.:Baldur's Gate Enhanced Edition. Nice.
Alexis:We have minecraft progams...the kids LOVE them!
Stephen:#candycrush is why
Michele:we do afterschool gaming in our system
Jody:Did you see a library (can't remember which one) is offering
Minecraft for Seniors?
Kim Rutter:yes! I love the idea of minecraft for grandparents!
Alexis:that sounds awesome
Stephanie Beverage:STEAM does really cool big games - my
husband is an addict
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Paul:Age of Mythology... hmmm brb...
Michele:And family game nights- but those are physical games
Aubrey:We tried putting steam on the YA computers. It didn't get a lot
of use, sadly
Stephen:other dude has a disposable camera
eappleton:is this like google cardboard stuff?
Michele:Exploding Kittens has a new mobile phone game that you
play with friends. You need to be near them- like the old palm pilot
beaming.
Stephen:POKEMON GO FTW!
Deborah H:I tried Ingress and it was addicting. Decided I needed to
stop.
Stephanie Beverage:Gaming is very social
Elizabeth Gray:We want to do a program on google cardboard stuff.
@ eappleton
Alexis:some of my coworkers did something like Ingress (maybe it
was Ingress)...not sure if they still do
Mel Lightbody:yep cut the cable in 2009
Stephanie Beverage:Love my Fire stick
Stephanie Beverage:Wayz is great for directions and traffic
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Kris Amaral:The new APPLE Car is being developed now
Melissa H:I'd like to do something with Google Cardboard, just not
sure how to go about it.
Melissa H:The NYT VR app is amazing.
Nick B.:And for avoiding those pesky speed traps
eappleton:Melissa, we are talking about doing something for teen
tech week with google cardboard
Kris Amaral:http://www.digitaltrends.com/cars/apple-car-news/
Melissa H:Our teens played a little, but I'd like something for adults
(my deparment)
pollyalida:Melissa - Half Hollow Hills library on long island (ny) did a
program on google cardboard
Stephanie Beverage:I had someone come in and wanted to plug in a
curling iron
Melissa H:Thank you polly!
Tamiko Welch:Fit Bits
Tonya Boltz:I currently wear a Dexcom that tells me what my blood
sugar is 24/7
Ricardo Gutierrez:Got one love it
Dianne Ludwig:Wearable tech seems to have a long way to go.
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Michele:medical wearables are amazing
Stacy Dzbenski:just researched somethign called a Dot Watch that
links via bluetooth to a device and it will translate what is on the
screen into Braille on the watch
Deborah H:Tonya, do you charge the Dexcom like a phone? Or does
it use a battery?
Tonya Boltz:charge like a phone about every 3 days
Mel Lightbody:I thought Google glass was a fail. Interesting.
Tonya Boltz:I cannot imagine being with out truely life saving
eappleton:there are a lot on amazon for much cheaper than 20 bucks
Nick B.:The Oculus is going places too.
pollyalida:watch out for vertigo w google cardboard! Fun but really
makes me dizzy.
Melissa H:That Dexcom sounds like amazing tech. I'll tell our
consumer health librarians about it.
Ricardo Gutierrez:gold apple watch $17,000.00
Deborah H:Yes, pollyalida, I agree. Cardboard made me nauseated
after only a minute or two. lol
Nick B.:smart garment...smartments! (patent pending)
Paul:smart diapers?
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chris snyder:oh, pooh
eappleton:there is a university that is requiring all students wear
fitbits.
Tonya Boltz:Dexcom is AMAZING
Aubrey:....not smartypants?
Michele:Hmm, the homeless will need to charge medical devices if
they become ubiquitous
Deb:we are going to incorporate a walking challenge at conference
Joanna Kerr:have to get back to the reference desk...
Maria Sunio (RCLS):The dark side of wearable health tech is Logan's
Run: Renew! Renew!
Kathy Faubion:johnny cab
kershner:self driving cars would need the technology for road
conditions - ICE!
Kim Taylor:we'll need smart roads to go with smart cars
Susan - Oelwein:I love the idea of implementing fingerprint reading
instead of library cards for checking out
Nick B.:Library Bot 3000
Alexis:that would be a great idea Susan
Robert:There goes all of our privacy
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Elizabeth Gray:tracking technology for loanign out technology
Meredith:How would fingerprint reading deal with checking out
materials for family members?
Deb:exactly, using whatever people have they can use - fitbit, health
app on phone, etc.
Paul:Any cybernetic implant technology for direct neural interface for
library database interactions?
Stephanie Beverage:I heard about a University that is trying to track
students so they can determine what makes for the best educational
experience
Stephanie Beverage:It is a bit creepy
Susan - Oelwein:At our library, we do not have family cards, just
individual cards even for small children
Deborah H:Are there free options on Steam? Or does one need to
have an account and credit card on file?
ellie lease:proxy
Meredith:We don't have family cards, either, but we're constantly
dealing with "well my wife put this on hold..."
Nick B.:There are a lot of free "pay as you go" kind of games on
Steam, but I do believe you have to at least set up an account to log
in.
Aubrey:deborah - there are some free to play games
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Deborah H:Thanks, Nick and Aubrey!
Linda:At our library, patrons can note on their account if family
members can pick up their reserve items.
Alexis:Meredith we have that too. We only let family members
checkout if their name is on the account
Susan - Oelwein:Meredith--they can still have a library card to use in
such situations as picking up an item for someone else...just gives
them two options for check out
Tonya Boltz:this was great. thank you
Leizel:Thank you!
Deborah H:Thank you, David. Great info here!
Gail:Thank you!!!
kershner:Thanks!
Parsons:Thanks David!!
Gayle Gunderson:Thank you very much
pollyalida:thanks - great info
Nick B.:Thank you good sir!
Susan - Oelwein:And, I believe you can "register" more than one
fingerprint for a "number"
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Kate:Thank you!
Infopeople Project:https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/T3YC8YZ
Kim Taylor:Thank you for all of the information.
Gail Marsh:Thanks!
Jeff T., Contra Costa County:Thank you very much!
Michele Fenton:Thanks! Great presentation! I learned alot!
Aubrey:thanks :)
Alexis:Thank you David
Andrew:Thanx!
Cynthia:Thank you!
Nick B.:Implant right behind the eyeball
Angela:THANKS!
Sarah:Thanks, really interesting
Mary:Thank you!
Linda:I'm almost 62 years old and this has blown me away. Did not
realize all that is out there.
Maria Sunio (RCLS):Thanks!
Linda:Thanks
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kershner:I missed the screen wiith survey!
Darla Wegener:Thanks
kershner:Please put uf survey address again!
Marie:Kershner : it's linked up in the chat too

